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Tony Lockwood, from Bristol, on his 1910 Royal Enfield
on this year’s Pioneer Run: ‘Press on Regardless’.
Photo: Stuart Norris of Outdoor Imaging

A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
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Hello there! A short editorial this issue to allow more room for the Pioneer
Run® photos and write-up. Another successful day, Rick and I had an
excellent ride out to view the finishers, a great start to the Spring! We
somehow managed to cover 150 miles, taking in the South Downs and
Beachy Head, nice to see so many Club members out and about.

Tel: 01293 771446
acsociable1@sky.com

Tel: 01424 772598
royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk

peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk

Tel: 01737 555413
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A dramatic photo for our front page this issue: Tony Lockwood, from Bristol,
on his 1910 Royal Enfield, had a more exciting ride than anticipated. Rider
unharmed, they hope to have the Royal Enfield back on the road for the Pioneer Run next
year. Anyone care to supply a better photo caption?
Hopefully this issue should reach you before Drive It Day, be lovely to see some of you at
Northiam on 22nd April.
All the Best, Julie

aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com

Bexhill’s 110th Anniversary as the Birthplace of
British Motor Racing : Sunday 6th May 2012

Christopher.pile@sky.com

The Bexhill 100 Group are organising an event to celebrate Bexhill’s 110th Anniversary as the
Birthplace of British Motor Racing. They would like ten motorcycles from around 1902 to go
on display; there are also runs throughout the day, breakfast for drivers, a vintage jazz band
and the unveiling of a commemorative Blue Plaque.

Tel: 07885660939

For more details or to enter your vehicle contact the Secretary, Fiona Hemsworth, St Johns
House, 33 Dorset Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, TN40 1SG or email stjohnsbex@tiscali.co.uk

Tel: 01435 864043

neil.sinclair@cotswoldfield.co.uk

john.b60@ntlworld.com

info@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk

sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk

Trials Observers Needed

Joan Westbrook

Observers are needed for two of our trials meetings, the Dick Little British Bike Trial in June
and the Sunbeam Novice Trial in July. Should be a good day out, and it won’t be as cold as it
was for our intrepid band of observers who turned out in minus freezing temperatures for the
Gordon Jackson Trial. See inside back cover for contact details.

22nd April: FBHVC ‘Drive it Day’ : Social Event
If you are riding, join Dave Masters at The Six Bells, Chiddingly BN8 6HE at 9.30 am
to meet with others and ride to The Mill Toy and Pedal Car Museum and cafe opposite
Northiam steam railway station, postcode TN31 6QT. Call Dave on 01424 211873 (£1
contribution for club insurance, bring your membership card). Members wishing to join us by
travelling directly to Northiam should aim to arrive between 11 and 11.30 am.

Vice Presidents
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, P Donaldson, I D McGill
Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd

Registered in England No. 3011502

Copy date 10th of the month preceding publication

Registered Office: ETM Consulting Limited, The Old Stables, Hendal Farm, Groombridge, East Sussex, TN3 9NU
Web: www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Kop Hill: Photo Correction
Many thanks for producing an excellent journal and running some fantastic events.
Just thought I would put you straight on the photo on page 21 in the February/March journal.
The guy on the Douglas at Kop Hill is actually myself and I think it’s 2010 as it had just thrown
a push-rod, which is why I was looking down at the engine at the time of the photo. If Barry
Brown has got a SW Douglas I’d like to get in touch with him.

unattainable. I have no answer to this except that for me the SMCC represents a club of riders
or ex-riders who wish to see bikes on the road. Would you take your expensive investment
‘Picasso’ out in the rain? Perhaps we should seek a way of accommodating these owners by
staging occasional static shows. I have not really thought this one through yet OR if members
have an investment motor cycle perhaps they would like to offer a static event? But not too
often.
There are even a few events North of Watford, perhaps those locals who attend the
September Challenge in Yorkshire could get together there and organise a local section and
venue. For some reason the club has become somewhat Southern Centric, this can’t be good
and gives a mixed message when we describe the club as ‘non-territorial’. You guys and gals
in the Midlands and further North would help the cause if you write to the magazine with the
intention of creating a local centre and give your phone number or email address. Don’t wait
for someone else to do it.

Andy Glading, Oxon.

Lastly, an apology. In Issue 854 page 10, I stated that Ixion did his 6 day trial of a 3hp
Triumph for Mauritz Schulte in 1906 – it was of course 1905. It has often been quoted as
1906, including myself in the past, but a recent photocopy of ‘The Motor Cycle’ from 1905
clearly dispels the myth. Just shows how careful you have to be when quoting others.

Dear Julie,

Dave Masters

Congratulations on the editorship of your first SMCC Club News, well balanced and lots of
pictures for people like me.

Wally Lambert 1931 – 2012

Baz took up the subject of job sharing/succession planning just as you and John Hodson
are doing. Even if members are shy of doing the big jobs full time, the strategy of having a
second person shadowing seems to me a healthy and sensible one for our club. Perhaps
we can suggest to those who would like to contribute some time that they telephone the
incumbent officers for a chat about the tasks they are interested in. I see no harm in having a
vice chair, assistant secretary or even assistant treasurer etc., possibly as executive posts on
the management board. The idea would create a more diverse management group and offer
cover if only temporary, at times of need or over long vacations.

Wally Lambert, a long term Club member and former Pioneer Registrar, has died at the age of
81. Thus has ended the life of a prolific motorcycle restorer, family man and a real gentleman.

Many Thanks Julie,
Regards,

I don’t think I am being precipitous in saying that many members have been pondering
the long term future of our club. Baz himself in his writings is clearly concerned and for me
it is perhaps time to consider how we want to present ourselves to the public and future
membership. Baz is positive and upbeat for the future but I think like me and many others
it’s not clear how to progress. We seem to have a polarised membership with a third group I
have reservations about. It is often noted we have a large older population of members who
are no longer as active on two wheels as they used to be. They have even been referred
to as ‘armchair’ members, a little unfairly; as one day we may all achieve this status (if we
are lucky!). They have a wealth of experience to pass on and it is this firsthand knowledge
of riding and maintaining our historic machines which will keep them on the road. On the
other hand we have a more active, and dare I say younger, group of members who want to
ride their machines as much as possible. Whichever group individuals feel they represent I
suspect they all view our club as one which aims to see our subject motor cycles being ridden
often and ridden well. In which case both groups are dependent upon each other in order to
promote our reason for being.

Geoff Morris

I first met Wally when I joined my local VMCC section (now Surrey and Sussex) some 45
years ago and immediately appreciated his kindness as he found a copy of a book I wanted,
James Sheldon’s ‘Veteran and Vintage Motorcycles’.
In 1970, Wally advertised a 1914 3½ HP Sunbeam fitted with a Mills-Fulford sidecar that
had been completely restored by him for £300. I and my then girlfriend Chris (now my wife)
visited Wally and Ivy at their house in Redhill to view the machine. After meeting the lovely
family including daughters Sue and Sandy, son Steve and the bulldog, we admired the
resplendent outfit and decided to buy it. I didn’t even have to pay the full price, as I happened
to mention that I had a pile of bits comprising a Veteran Triumph. Wally pricked up his ears,
and we came to a civilised part-exchange deal. I was delighted and so was Wally as there
was nothing more than Wally liked than the proverbial basket-case restoration job.
That was my first intimation as to just how keen Wally was on the restoration of veteran
and vintage bikes. His son Steve was ever at his side and went everywhere with his Dad to
pick-up bikes or missing bits.
Over the ensuing decades, I watched him restore dozens and dozens of early motorcycles
and it seemed to me that the greater the challenge to find missing parts the more Wally
enjoyed it. He advertised widely for missing engines, tanks and gearboxes and I can’t
ever recall him being unsuccessful. At a conservative estimate I should think he restored
something like 70 to 80 complete machines, restoring anything from one to three bikes a year
over a 45 year continuous stint.

I mentioned a third group of members which may make up a percentage of our club. The
current recession has witnessed a distrust of banking with individuals investing in collectibles
and the historic motor cycle world has not been unaffected. Prices have pushed up and
for many with fixed incomes or families to support, historic motor cycles have become

I remember he bought a veteran FN single lacking an engine – no problem to Wally, he
found one! And I recall a Koehler-Escoffier had something equally substantial missing - maybe
it was the frame, but Wally got it all eventually.
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and in 1988 he took over the Sunbeam MCC Pioneer Registrar from me. I had done this
fascinating task for eleven years, but wanted to devote more time to my young family so Wally
took the job on. By then, he had moved to a detached house just outside Redhill where we
could hold dating meetings.
His beloved wife Ivy died suddenly in 1989 which was a shock to everyone who knew her,
but of course devastating to the family. Wally had his children to support him and vice versa.
Ivy was a really special person, and Wally bore the blow manfully. With Steve by his side,
Wally carried on restoring and I think this acted as a salve to relieve the heart-ache.
Wally had a fascinating career with Warsop Power Tools, a real man and boy story.
He started at the bottom in the forties shortly after the War, and gradually rose to various
positions, becoming Sales Director and eventually a much venerated Managing Director until
his retirement in 1993. Wally spent some years in South Africa with Warsops in the fifties and
sixties and I think all his children were born there.

Pioneer Run Archive Footage
A new member to the club, Paul Gander, has found two short films from 1955 and 1961 and
loaded them onto the internet. Paul said "I have managed to find and convert a couple of
ancient movies of Pioneer Runs and I thought you might be interested in seeing them, about
20 minutes of Veterans so get yourself a mug of tea to relax, sit back and watch them!"
To watch the clips, visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk where you can find links to all
160 miles of the 1955 Pioneer Run to Paris organised by Gordon Little and the 1961 Pioneer
Run.
If you know anyone who owns any of the bikes featured then Paul Gander can give them a
copy of the videos, please contact the editor.

Annual General Meeting: Saturday 3rd March 2012

Ian McGill

There was a simple but moving service at Redstone Cemetery Chapel, Redhill on 22nd
February which was attended by a number of SMCC and VMCC members. It was lovely to
hear contributions from family members, and many of us learnt amusing new facets about
Wally!

This is the third AGM that we have had at Peacock
Lodge, New Chapel, Surrey. This is very pleasing venue,
which offers lunch before the meeting for those who have
travelled some distance.

As a postscript, Wally and Ivy loved Bulldogs and there always seemed to be one about
the house. One day, about 35 years ago, we held a committee meeting at Wally’s house and
a substantial example of the breed was upstairs dozing, his ‘chops’ on the floor. As a deeper
sleep ensued, snoring could be discerned which gradually magnified to a deep resonance,
the reverberations penetrating the floorboards and filling the whole house! I thought this
was hilarious and so did practically everybody else, except a certain mature lady committee
member who always seemed a little lacking in the humour department. I recollect that Wally
had to nip upstairs to give the dog a shove to change his position as the lady was a little ‘put
out’.

Unfortunately our President Mrs Marjorie Ayers has
been unwell of late so was unable to attend, but sent her
apologies and best wishes to all attending.
43 members attended, about the same as last year, but a
long way off the 60+ that we used to expect? 30 members
offered their apologies for non attendance.
The minutes of the last AGM on 5th March 2011 were
unanimously accepted by the meeting and signed by the
Chairman as correct.

Wally was a fine sportsman and enjoyed playing Tennis and Badminton at local clubs.
However motorcycle restoration was Wally’s abiding passion, which he carried on with well
into old age. His last project, a 1939 water-cooled 350cc S.O.S was still being worked on
before his death and I know Steve will finish it off for his Dad.
Our condolences over the loss of a great family man to Sue, Steve and Sandy.

Tim Jenkins

Peter Donaldson

Sadly we have lost a long standing member of the Sunbeam MCC. Tim joined the Club back
in 1962 and had been a member ever since. He had not been active in the Club for a long
time. He died in February this year.

Maurice Withers

Baz Staple

It is with regret we have to inform members of the passing of Maurice. Welsh weekers will
remember him with affection as a jolly individual with a very friendly nature. They will also
recall his camshaft Norton with which he would bomb around the hills and mountains.
Goodbye Maurice, it's been nice knowing you.

The usual reports were read, which were also unanimously
accepted, all of which can be read when the minutes are
circulated.
This was followed by the election of Club Officers, all of
which are already in post, there being no other proposals
for new officers, please remember that we are all ‘getting
on a bit’ and eventually somebody new is going to HAVE to
take over, sorry but this is a fact of life, so please think about it.
Val Davies receiving her award from
Baz Staple at the AGM

On the Committee front, Dave Masters resigned, and Tony Lloyd was voted on to the
committee.
At the time of the AGM there were no proposals for Trials Secretary, but this post will be
filled at the next committee meeting on 28th April 2012 when Neil Sinclair will be co-opted as
Trials Secretary.
We then had the usual break in proceedings for tea and cakes, this was followed by a
discussion on Club Matters, when we considered the suggestion of not being required to have
MOT’s for our machines, this it was considered to be the thin end of the wedge to control the
use of old vehicles on the highway.
The question of the Club Name was raised, owing to the fact that many people outside the
club consider that we are a club only for Sunbeam motorcycles, we know this is not correct
but the rest of the world need to be educated to this. Peter Donaldson thinks that to be 
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called SMCC should be sufficient, but others feel that Sunbeam must survive and be the best
Veteran and Vintage club existing.

press releases) and enjoy yourselves. Once again there were ideas that could be usefully
applied to the SMCC.

A full page glossy advert in Classic Motor Cycle was suggested and repeat for three to four
issues, this would help to get our name across to all readers.

I have provided the SMCC management committee with a report of Club Expo and hope
that they will apply as many as possible of the suggestions and ideas contained in it in order
to improve our club and to help ensure its continued survival.

It was suggested that the venue for Chairman’s Lunch should be changed owing to the
poor service received this year at The Cricketers, Pirbright. Various other venues will be
investigated by the Chairman and the Secretary.

More details of Club Expo can be found at the Motor Heritage Centre website:
www.heritage-motor-centre.co.uk

The meeting closed at 4.35pm.

Club Newsletter

Club Awards:
Presidents Cup: Richard and Angela Rumsey
John Olley Cup: Roger and Chris Lingham
John Neave Cup: Richard Bailey and Julie Diplock
Len and Marjorie McBeath Ladies Cup: Valerie Davies

Club Expo

John Hodson

Some of you might have noticed that I was not at the SMCC AGM! Instead I represented
the SMCC at Club Expo at the Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon. This event included a range
of seminars and workshops of relevance to classic motor vehicle clubs. Over 130 clubs
registered to attend and it was good to be amongst such a crowd of enthusiastic people all
keen to learn how they might improve their clubs. It never ceases to amaze me that even the
most obscure make or type of vehicle often has quite a large following and an enthusiastic
club associated with it.
I attended the following presentations:
Club Organisers – Remember the Sparkle. A light hearted but serious look at our Health
and Safety culture, particular stress was put on the use of Risk Assessments.
Financial Considerations for Clubs. Covered all the basics that those responsible for
running clubs need to know.
How to Grow a Club in the 21st Century. An interesting presentation by James Hewing on
how the VMCC has significantly increased its turnover and membership over the last few
years. The provision of information from the VMCC library and dispatch records was given as
one of the main reasons for the increased VMCC membership. The SMCC also has a very
substantial archive of early motorcycling material which, if it were more easily available, might
help with the recruitment of new members and retention of existing members. A great deal of
information was provided much, but not all of it, could be usefully applied to the SMCC
The importance of the Club Magazine. A presentation aimed at club members, committee
members and editors. Content, frequency of publication, format, editorship and advertising
were amongst items covered. It was suggested that a bimonthly magazine with a monthly
newsletter was a good arrangement for keeping members fully informed and in a timely
manner. A mechanism for improving communication between editors was suggested with the
aim of exchanging ideas and material.
Making Good Times out of Bad, challenges for smaller car clubs. A look at simple
ways to make clubs successful while being realistic, some issues considered were falling
membership, difficulty finding volunteers and competition from the Internet. The six top tips
given for improvement were: engage with the membership, work together as a committee,
plan to make things happen, take responsibility for key areas, talk about successes (e.g. issue
8
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Julie Diplock

Following on from John’s attendance at Club Expo, I am trialling a bi-monthly newsletter
which will be sent by email to keep members up to date between Club News issues. It’s not
intended to replace the current Club News, but to keep members informed in the gap between
publication dates. I’m aware that I receive information and event details which can’t always
be included in the Club News in a timely manner, so hopefully a brief newsletter will solve
these issues. To subscribe, send an email to sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk with the subject
‘Newsletter’.

26th Garden of England Run 15th July

Tony Lloyd

The Garden of England Run comes round again in July when it will be run for the 26th time.
We are still thinking about changing the route; but this year it will be the same as previous.
We’ll have marshals at salient points to indicate the route and help out with traffic. The
marshals are being organized by Simon Livingstone. Simon isn’t a member but we’re
extremely grateful for his help.
For the past three years we have invited entries for Post-Vintage (1931 to 1940 structurally
unmodified) as a demonstration class to test interest. I think we have established the class
now. So this year there will be four classes:(a) Veteran Solo (pre-1915)

(b) Vintage Solo (pre-1931)

(c) Veteran/Vintage Three-wheelers (pre-1931)
(d) Post-Vintage Solos and Three-Wheelers (pre-1940)
Post-Vintage three-wheelers are included with Post-Vintage solos because a three-wheeler
class covering Veteran, Vintage and Post-Vintage would be too broad-based.
Entry is open to all, including non-members, with members enjoying a reduced entry fee.
Regs will be sent out to all on the mailing list in April. New entries from members and
non-members are always welcome so if you are not already on the mailing list phone or email
Tony Lloyd (make sure you head emails “Garden of England” so that we know it’s not spam).
Entry forms are also available on the club website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk Go to the Events
Calendar, locate the Garden of England Run and click box for Entry Forms.
Sometimes the landowner changes our entry gate at the last minute for sheep-grazing
rotation purposes. So look for the Sunbeam banners to mark our entry gate.
Pending introduction of a new route (probably “one-size fits all”) the mixture this year will
be as before, about 40 miles for the Short Course and 50 miles for the Long Course. Lunch
stop, mid-way, at The Lord Raglan, Rabbit’s Cross as usual. Refreshments will be available
at Headcorn, hopefully before the start but certainly at the finish.
We’re sorry that Chris and Roger Lingham and their family have taken a well-earned
April - May 2012
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retirement. Thankfully a good team of volunteers have stepped into the breach but any offers
of help in route-marking, site set-up, marshalling or recovery will be welcomed with open
arms.
Let's hope for normal G of E good weather. Sorry about the chaos at the end last year
because of the weather. Caught us with our pants down, I’m afraid, but I’m hoping we’re
providing better shelter arrangements this year.
Tony Lloyd 01737 555413 aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com

September Challenge:

Saturday, 16th September

Alec Thompson

An event for pre 1931 machines starting just outside Pickering, Yorkshire, with a 45 mile ride
around the Vale of Pickering and over the moors. There will be complimentary tea and coffee
to start and a secure area to leave vehicles and trailers. A splendid lunch stop is organised at
Hutton le Hole, a friendly pub in a lovely area. This is a beautiful part of the country to explore
with plenty of B&B accommodation locally.
Details from alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk or 01751 431478

To all Collectors of Pioneer Programmes

Baz Staple

The club has a large stock of surplus Pioneer programmes, a few going back to 1950 and the
late 1940’s. Complete copies available 1960 to present day. These can be sent or collected
for a modest donation to club funds and postage, contact Baz Staple.

Ethanol in Petrol

John Hodson

I recently represented the SMCC at the Department for Transport (DfT) Historic Vehicle Fuel
Stakeholders Meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to clarify legislation requirements
regarding the use of ethanol in petrol, explain the DfT’s understanding of vehicle compatibility
issues and to facilitate exchange of information between historic vehicle stakeholders and fuel
suppliers. About twenty representatives of the historic vehicle community and fuel companies
attended the meeting. The SMCC and the Vincent Owners club were the only motorcycle
clubs represented. This is perhaps surprising bearing in mind the number of letters on this
subject that have appeared in the motorcycling press recently. This article is mainly based on
my notes of the meeting and the minutes issued by the DfT.
Legislative Requirements. Two key EU Directives relate to targets for biofuel targets. Firstly,
the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) requires that 10% of energy used for transport be
from renewable sources by 2020. Secondly, the Fuel Quality Directive (FQD) requires that fuel
suppliers reduce the greenhouse gas (mainly carbon dioxide from petrol combustion) intensity
of energy supplied for road transport by 6% by 2020. For the year April 2012 to March 2013
the biofuel target is set at 4.5% as an average of all road fuel provided by a supplier. The
target for the following year is set at 5%.
Labelling Regulations. DfT explained that the current Biofuel (Labelling) Regulations require
that pumps dispensing any petrol containing more that 5% of ethanol be labelled “Not suitable
for all vehicles: consult manufacturer before use”. Not very helpful if your vehicle manufacturer
went out of business 80 years ago.
Following a suggestion that the use of ethanol increases emissions of greenhouse gases
due to the lower energy content of ethanol and therefore the need to use more, the DfT
explained why this is not so when explained on a life cycle basis.
10
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Motor Fuel (Composition & Contents) Regulations. Petrol vapour pressure is controlled
and is higher for fuels supplied in the winter than the summer. High vapour pressure fuels
can increase the risk of formation of vapour locks in the fuel system. The addition of ethanol
to fuels increases the vapour pressure but the refiners reformulate petrol so that the finished
blend complies with the industry standard BS EN 228. In other words petrol containing ethanol
should not cause additional vapour locking problems.
There is a requirement of the Fuel Quality Directive that a “protection grade” fuel be
available for vehicles that cannot accept 10% ethanol content fuel and that this fuel is
available until 2013. It was pointed out that this requirement is academic in the UK as no 10%
ethanol content fuel is currently supplied. The chairman noted that the 2013 end date will be
reviewed by the European Commission this year and international historic vehicle groups may
wish to engage with the Commission on this issue. The protection grade petrol is Super grade
and this was chosen because of the relatively low volume of this fuel supplied compared to
Premium grade fuel and the requirement of some older vehicles to use high octane fuel. It was
stated that it was a myth that high octane fuel was unsuitable for low compression engines.
The Exxonmobil (Esso) representative noted that, in practice, Super unleaded petrol generally
does not contain any ethanol at present.
The British Industry standard for petrol specifies tests that are aimed at ensuring that
vehicles and fuels are compatible. This includes a copper or silver strip corrosion test. The
standard also requires that water segregation be avoided and that if there is a risk of this
happening then corrosion inhibitors are added to the fuel.
Ethanol. In 1928 Sir Harry Ricardo, the National Distillers Co. and Shell Oil introduced an
alcohol fuel blend in the United Kingdom called Cleveland Discol. The addition of ethanol to
fuel is therefore nothing new, petrol containing up to 25% ethanol had been supplied between
the years 1928 and 1968 by Cleveland Discol and Koolmotor. Prior to 1988 there was no
control over the ethanol content of petrol. I would be very pleased to hear from any of the
more senior SMCC members that can recall any problems associated with using Cleveland
Discol or Citex Koolmotor fuel in the areas of engine performance, failure of components due
to corrosion or failure of sealants and gaskets due to materials incompatibility.
Ethanol has a lower energy content than petrol and for drivability it reduces peak power,
increases the volume of fuel consumed and weakens the mixture, but these effects are small
at 5% and 10% blend levels. A review carried out by QinetiQ for the DfT showed that of seven
studies on drivability of 10% ethanol blends, six did not report any drivability problems but in
one study worsening of drivability was found at 5% and 10% blend levels. However the fuels
used had higher than UK specification vapour pressures.
FBHVC noted that the long-standing drivability issues for historic vehicles using modern
fuels (in particular relating to hot fuel handling) had not been made any better or worse by
ethanol blends.
Material Compatibility The DfT chairman recalled that the presence of a 5% ethanol limit
in petrol since 1988 should ensure that vehicles and components supplied since then are
compatible with current petrol ethanol blends. However it was noted that polyester and epoxy
resin fibreglass fuel tanks and some aftermarket sealants were an exception. To run on 5%
ethanol content petrol such fuel tanks need to be replaced with one made from compatible
fibreglass and sealants need to be replaced with a compatible one or, ideally, a permanent
physical repair made. Compatibility problems between cork seals and ethanol were also
reported.
Ethanol can enable galvanic corrosion; QinetiQ has found reports of problems with
April - May 2012
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oxidation of 10% ethanol fuel blocking carburettor jets. The problem was solved by draining
float bowls or switching materials for needles and jets to nickel silver and bronze. Similar
problems with modern motorcycles have been solved by the use of aftermarket fuel additives
.As absorption of water by ethanol corrodes steel, fuel suppliers make sure storage tanks
are free from water and use additives including corrosion inhibitors. Absorption of water by
ethanol is a slow process and could take years for corrosion except where condensation has
occurred in, for example, carburettor bowls.
Current UK Fuel Supply Arrangements. There are eight operating refineries in the UK and
a larger number of distribution terminals which supply filling stations. Each terminal supplies
local filling stations retailing under the range of different brands. Ethanol is blended into petrol
as it leaves the distribution terminal.
Exxonmobil noted that all terminals that they use, with the exception of Plymouth, currently
supply Super petrol free of ethanol.
Summary/Suggestions.
• Two EU Directives set targets for fuel from renewable sources and greenhouse gas
reduction.
• Petrol containing more that 5% ethanol is labelled as such.
• Petrol containing ethanol should not cause additional vapour locking problems.
• A protection grade of petrol for vehicles that cannot accept 10% ethanol fuel will be
available until at least 2013.
• In practice Super unleaded petrol does not generally contain ethanol at present.
• Most tests on petrol containing 5% and 10% ethanol have not shown up drivability problems.
• Polyester and epoxy resin fuel tanks should not be used with petrol containing ethanol.
• Tank sealants should be replaced with compatible ones or a permanent repair made.
• Alternative materials for carburettor needles and jets may be necessary and float chambers
should be drained if the bike is not to be used for some time.
• Fuel should not be stored unnecessarily and should be kept in dry and sealed containers.
• Approved aftermarket fuel additives may help with corrosion problems.
• The fuel air mixture might have to be adjusted to correct for the leaner burning characteristics
of ethanol petrol blends.
• Cork seals and other gaskets may have to be replaced by a compatible material.
• If Super grade fuel is not used regularly use it for the last fill of the season and drain out
any of the remaining fuel to help reduce corrosion problems.
• Currently the alcohol content of UK Premium petrol is approximately 5% this may increase
to 10% or higher in the future but this is unlikely to happen in 2013.
PS In Australia petrol with 10% ethanol has been available for some time. I have been advised
by a contact in Australia (the owner of a Coventry Eagle Flying 8 and several rally bikes) that
he has not come across any first hand or anecdotal evidence of problems with ethanol in
petrol except that sealant was stripped from a petrol tank.

New Members

Peter Donaldson

The following people have recently joined our Club. Give them a warm Sunbeam welcome.
Roger Beale (Kent)
Phil Duffin (Wakefield)
Jonathan Dudley (East Sussex)
Andy Glading (Oxfordshire)
Jonathan Wood (Essex)
12
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Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, Tel: 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142

Future Dates
5th April

Slide Show by Roy Plummer

3rd May

Club ride to Filching Manor Museum,
Jevington Road, nr Polegate BN26 5QA.
Leave Six Bells at 7.30pm for 8pm arrival.

7th June

A repeat visit as requested to the Six Bells
by Bill Connor to run up his half size
motorcycle engines and the Bentley rotary.

where he was feted. Allan regrets that whilst in their heyday every country fair had a Wall
of Death, they are very rare today. He bought his own business in 1985 and explained the
intricate means of setting up and levelling these all wooden walls and how they toured the
country with their massive loaded Atkinson truck.
He explained the need for cleaning tyres and track to maintain contact and the effect of 3G
force which makes every movement in trick riding an enormous effort, even to take the hands
off the bars. Speeds 25/30mph with 40/50mph maximum, otherwise the blood goes from the
head causing grey out or black out.
Whilst he has retired from riding on health grounds he has not lost his enthusiasm and
regaled us with cheeky happenings when giving lady volunteer rides on the handlebars.

With reference to the above May ride to Filching Manor Museum, as you may know, club
member Karl Foulkes Halbard‘s museum is home to many of Sir Malcolm Campbell’s world
record breaking cars and boats. Karl tells me they have just finished completely restoring
the K3 Bluebird, water speed record holder of 1937/38 and are ready to do trials at Bewl
Water, subject to sufficient depth. The exciting bit is that they could entertain a quantity of
club nighters at £5 per head to see the museum and the Campbell collection, but with 50
minimum participants at £10 they would run up the boat’s engine on site with a water tank to
source the cooling.
The question is, can we raise this quantity of people at this cost? The engine is a
supercharged Rolls Royce Meteor. This could be a unique chance to see and hear something
really special and historic, and maybe we could combine with other clubs in the area to attain
this number. I trust members will realise that to prepare and run this engine and have staff
available is not cheap. Contact Baz Staple if you are interested (see inside front cover for
details)

Club Night Reports

Baz Staple

February Club Night
Jane Nunn gave a well illustrated show and talk on how the old sailing ships functioned and
were manned. The perhaps surprising detail was the woman’s role on board from wives to
workers – they shirked nothing. It was an eye opener to us landlubbers.
Thank you Jane and it was nice to see Ken in attendance again.
As a postscript we then entertained our mixed audience with a cheeky Aussie rendering of
a poem called “Entrapment”. This caused a good few belly laughs and thanks to John Russell
for providing this gem.
March Club Night – Riding the Wall of Death
Allan Ford explained his early love affair with the Wall of Death when he talked Tornado Smith
into letting him have a go in Southend in 1968 having built up specially a 125cc Bantam! He
was introduced to the public at the end of the show as a local lad intent on becoming a star.
So he was sent off – no instruction, no nuffin’ and came a cropper – body black and blue and
rather a bent Bantam. Undeterred he rebuilt the machine with rigid forks and rear end with a
175cc engine and reappeared at Bournemouth and learnt his trade.
In 1969 he gave up work and toured the country from North to South and even went to Iran
14
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The 2nd Ixion Cavalcade -

Sunny Bexhill on Sea, 20 May 2012
An event for motor cycles produced before 1940 – a lovely sea front and countryside run from Canon Basil Davies’s (Ixion) last church St Barnabas, Bexhill on
Sea. Moderate hills and mileage, with a lunch in the church laid on by a local
charitable group.
Come and ride, come and see the blue plaque commemorating Ixion, presented
to the church to celebrate their vicar and our journalistic hero. Come and meet
your friends.
Phone Dave or Maggi for entry and regs. 01424 211873
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Pinhard Trophy Presentation

Tony Lloyd

Pioneer Run: On The Road

Photographs© by Keith Fryer

ACU Awards Dinner 28th January 2012
Jack Sheppard was the winner of The Pinhard Trophy for 2011 and he was presented with the
Trophy at the end of January on the occasion of the ACU Awards Dinner. Jack was winner of
the World Youth Trials Championship and he achieved this distinction despite a painful bone
condition in his wrist bone. This condition is not an injury as such but something which he is
struggling to overcome.
The Sunbeam MCC are given pole position at the awards ceremony, ours was the first
presentation of the evening. The ACU made us very welcome and printed a special article in
the programme for the night. I chatted to several people during the evening and Sunbeam’s
name was well to the fore. They placed me on the same table as his family and they were all
proud to see Jack’s name alongside such a Who’s-Who of motorcycling greats.
In my speech I took the opportunity to mention that in a poor year for UK motorsport our two
World Champions had had virtually no mention on TV or in the press (Chaz Davies was World
Supersport champion) and called on the ACU to make sure the media were kept informed on
motorcycling successes.

Steve Dickson, 1898 De Dion Bouton

J Bickerstaff, 1909 Triumph

The ACU also gave prominence to presentation of the Trophy on their website after the
Awards night.
This year we had fewer than usual nominees for the Pinhard although I’m sure a worthy
winner was chosen. At the Dinner however it was obvious that several eligible entrants had
been omitted from our list. In future I shall actively invite nominations from suitable candidates
by contacting them on their Blog/Websites. Could I ask Sunbeam members who are aware of
successful young sportsmen and sportswomen to let me know and I’ll take it from there. Of
course there’s no reason why any of us shouldn’t put up candidates. In fact one member did
put someone forward this year.
This is an extremely prestigious trophy and synonymous with the reputation of Sunbeam
MCC.

Jonathan Bewley and grandson on their 1899 Clement

Jack Sheppard with Tony Lloyd. With thanks to the ACU
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Chris Ronalds, 1913 Hazlewood.

Robert Lusk, 1914 Henderson
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Bill Mills - A New Member

Peter Donaldson

It has not been our policy to ask new members for a bit of a potted history of what they have
done in their past motorcycle times. Some Clubs do, one I belong to, APMC (Association of
Pioneer Motorcyclists) does and I personally find these synopses most interesting in their
quarterly Club News.
Bill Mills, who is riding a 1914 550cc Triumph in this year’s Pioneer Run, volunteered a
written resume which I asked him if I could share with you, and here it is verbatim:It’s a long time since I was first involved with the Sunbeam Motorcycle Club; my involvement
goes back to the fifties when I rode in the Sunbeam Novice Trial starting from the Deers Hut
on Weavers Down, Liphook in 1952. It was my first trial; I had swapped a 1938 500cc Tiger
90 single for a 1938 250cc AJS that had the frame altered to give more ground clearance.
I thought that with a few alterations such as telly forks, small tank, low gearing etc. it would
make a good trials bike. Before the trial, some friends who were also riding in the trial for the
first time, and I used to practise at Brands Hatch in the Dingle Dell Pits at the back of the
woods. I thought that the Ajay would be just the job, but after the first few sections in the trial
I found out what a load of rubbish it was!
After a few more trials I upgraded to a real trials bike, a Matchless G3LC, after a lot of water
under the bridge, I entered the next 1953 Sunbeam Novice Trial in the South-East, Heathfield,
if I remember correctly. Lots of mud, just my cup of tea, I had a good ride and only lost three
marks. While we were preparing our bikes for the ride home Ralph Venables came up to me
and said I think you’ve won, when the results came out he was right.
I rode in trials up until around 1959 and then took up scrambling until 1965 and then got
married.
I now ride in Vintage events with a 1921 AJS and Rallies and Runs in the UK and abroad
with a variety of classic bikes.
Editor’s Note: Anyone else care to share what got them started with the Sunbeam Club?

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net

A Novice’s Experiences

of His First Pioneer Run

Paul Gander

Just before 6am we were ready to go and pushed the bike out into the lane. It was still not
fully light and I had turned the bicycle lights on so others could see me. I aim to get some
proper period acetylene lights when I can find a good set. Normally I start the bike and let it
warm before taking it onto the road, but she who must be obeyed made it clear that starting
the bike at dawn would not be appreciated and as it was Mothers Days I decided not to wake
her with the 1914 Triumph Dawn Chorus.
When it’s warm it starts very easily, but as it is only a couple of degrees above freezing
so it takes more than the usual pedalling before it fires up – at least I’m nice and warm as
we set off. It’s a lovely time of day to be travelling as the roads are empty, the fields have a
coating of mist and the cold damp air is appreciated by the engine. We are heading directly
east along the back of the South Downs of Sussex and as we rise and fall over the small
hills we get a new sunrise as we crest every hill. Normally I am only up early enough to see
a couple of sunrises a year and now I am getting one every few minutes and it adds to the
feeling of adventure. The bike is running nicely at about 1,800rpm and we clear the town
of Petworth without seeing another car on the road. We continue East along the A272 and
then head North on the outskirts of Billingshurst merrily chuffing through more quintessential
English countryside. The mist is still hanging a few feet above the fields and I can see Deer in
a field half hidden in the mist, they look up as I pass and continue with their breakfast. I can
easily imagine my grandfather riding his bikes on roads like this as he set off early to travel
100+ miles to court my grandmother over a century ago. As I am one of the first vehicles to
use these roads this morning a few daft Pheasants wait until I am almost upon them before
rushing across the road in front of me.
We leave the small roads and continue to head north to Dorking where we manage a well
timed right turn at a roundabout at the intersection of two major roads. We follow the A25 west
for a while and then again head north towards Epsom and the Pioneer. We take a small road
the B2032 and all is going well as we climb small hills until we round a corner to see that the
hill suddenly becomes really steep. The air and throttle levers are opened up and we “charge
the hill” as advised in period publications and we almost reach the top before I realise we are
not going to make it and pull the decompressor to coast to an abrupt gravity induced stop. It
takes five minutes to push to the top and then we are off again and we time our approach to
the first traffic lights well and it changes in our favour as we approach. We coast through a
few more lights and then see the first sign for Epsom and we are now just a couple of miles
from the start. I have to stop at the right turn junction before Epsom Downs, but it easily pedals
into life and we have almost arrived – only a right turn at a small roundabout and we will have
arrived. It’s a tight turn and the handlebars foul my knee and she won’t turn so we have a
small excursion before getting back on the road. We have arrived and done the longest trip to
date – a whole 46 miles! If you ride a modern bike you will be confused about the excitement
of doing 46 miles – if you have an ancient bike you will understand. The whole start area is
covered in a cloud of smoke as a whole herd of veteran motorcycles are woken early for a
ride. Today around 330 pre 1915 motorcycles will set off. Many of the riders are almost as old
and they can only be admired for still riding these bikes in their 70’s and 80’s.
I watch a few friends set off and await my turn as I will be one of the last to leave. I start the
bike and let it warm and then kill the motor and join a shuffling queue for the start. It seems
an age before we finally reach the front and the Mayor waves us off. It easily starts on the
slight downhill and we are off, though sadly not for long. We have to stop at the first left turn
as someone has unfortunately come off their bike and they are lying in the road and an

SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS
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ambulance is arriving. A few people are around them on the road as I push the bike past.
A moments pedalling and we are off again and a few minutes later we slow in advance of
the red traffic lights waiting for them to change and catch them on the turn and just manage
to chuff through the lights and we are off again. The traffic is a bit heavy and we have to filter
around the snarled up cars that have clogged the roads.

Without Chris and Geoff I would not be at Brighton today – thanks Gents! A final thank you
must go to Ian Jennings for taking my broken engine and so quickly turning it back into a
reliable Triumph – your time and help was very much appreciated.

Obscure Motorcycles:

Having listened to the advice of more experienced Veteran riders I now use the
decompressor more to coast along and try and get a bit of clear road ahead of me at all times
so I have options if I need to avoid the unexpected. It surprises me how slowly it can be going
and still pick up and go when I think it will stop. It easily climbs the hills and we are even
overtaking other bikes. As you approach other bikes you start to hear unfamiliar mechanical
noises and start looking at your own bike to see if something is going wrong, but it just turns
out to be the unfamiliar noises of the other bikes. I am bowling along now, but get rapidly
overtaken by a big 4 cylinder Henderson that is really making progress.
About 45 minutes after leaving Epsom I have arrived at the Handcross School and a
tea break. I chat to a couple of friendly people, one on another Triumph and one on a very
purposeful V twin complete with gears that is also capable of a good turn of speed. As I am
leaving a friend Chris turns up on a borrowed three-speed Premier and after a quick chat
about the fun and fear of riding these bikes I am off.
After Handcross the roads are smaller and less cluttered with cars and I start to think I may
actually make it to Brighton. I have passed quite a few people broken down at the roadside
and a few miles later come across Chris pushing the Premier. I stop to assist but it seems to
have seized. It makes a distinctive dry brass rubbing together squeak and the verdict seems
to be that the big end has failed.
The roads are now quite quiet and it does not take long until I reach the approach to
Brighton and can see the dual carriageway backed up with slow moving traffic.
The thought of riding in dense jammed traffic has not exactly filled me with pleasure, but
using a steady approach at some points and being forceful in others I start to get through
the traffic without needing to stop. I try to have two escape options at all times as if someone
does something unexpected I don’t have the brakes to avoid hazards. I am now half way
into Brighton and getting the hang of riding in traffic when two modern Harleys pass me and
then pull in front of me and brake hard and block both my escape options. A very sharp left
turn and I can only shoot up someone’s drive to avoid a collision. My thoughts on the idiot
Harley riders are still loud in my helmet as I re-enter the traffic and continue. The next couple
of lights are timed well and the bus lane gives some escape from the nearly static cars. One
set of lights on a slight uphill remain annoying red and I have to get off and push for a minute
to crest the hill and re-enter the traffic. I am now less than a mile from the finish and could
pedal or push it from here. The final sets of lights are jammed up with modern bikes clogging
every way around the cars so I have to stop and pedal start it away. The final roundabout on
the sea front is in sight and I am not stopping again and motor through the traffic and cross
the roundabout and onto Madeira Drive and the finish beckons. I have arrived and a Marshall
tells me to slow down and I park the bike up in a row of the hundreds of other bikes. After 30
years I have finally done The Pioneer and have so far covered about 100 miles today. I left
Epsom at just after 9am and have arrived at 12.20 with three stops. A celebratory smoke is
in order and then I sign in to get my finishers medal. I then bump into a another friend called
Chris who has been incredibly helpful and generous in helping get me and my bike going over
the last few months and I get invited to join a family picnic on the beach. Also at the picnic is
Geoff Morris who has also been extremely generous and helpful to me as I faced a very steep
learning curve of trying to use such an ancient machine.
22
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The Regal, Green and Regal Green

John Hodson

Regal motorcycles were produced by Ernest Smith and
Woodhouse of Birmingham. The firm started out with the two
or three speed 4¼ hp Regal Precision motorcycles in 1912. In
1913 other models were added and these were also powered
by Precision engines this time of 2¾ hp or 3½ hp. Two or three
speeds were again offered and drive was by belt or chain,
motorcycle production ceased in 1915. In 1912 SF Garrett
finished in eighteenth place on a Regal- Precision in the Senior
TT.
Gustavus Green of Berners Street, London, who had
made very significant contributions to the design of early aircraft
engines, had been producing water cooled engines since 1905.
He is credited with making the first light weight water-cooled
aircraft engine in 1905. Green also briefly made motorcycles
in his own right in 1909 and again in 1921. In 1909 he offered
machines fitted with a special ohv cylinder with a copper radiator on either side. A tank formed
the top member of the frame, with the front section carrying excess water. It had belt drive and
was fitted with Druid forks. The 1921 Green motorcycle had a 3½ hp water cooled engine.
In 1914 the Regal-Green model appeared, this motorcycle was fitted with the Green
Precision water cooled engine and had belt drive and then a three speed gearbox with chain
drive.

References:
Graces Guide, http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Category:Motorcycles .
The British Motorcycle Directory, Roy Bacon and Ken Hallworth, The Crowood Press, 2004.
Erwin Tragatsch, Editor, Revised by Brain Woolley, The New Illustrated Encyclopaedia of
Motorcycles, Grange Books, 1993.
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Pioneer Run: Sunday 18th March 2012

Ian McGill

Many thanks to all Club members and those from other clubs that help on the day; as I have
said many times, I can do the admin, but without help on the day of the event it would be very
hard indeed.
A very frosty start for setting out the car parks etc: but it got warmer. I understand that it
was a little too warm for No: 69 Tony Lockwood on his 1910 Royal Enfield that unfortunately
caught fire, there are some spectacular photo’s of this, we now have a char-grilled machine
waiting for restoration and entry into the 2013 event.
There have been a few complaints of riders coming to the start area too early and basically
clogging up the start system, so please if you have a later start time stay in the car park for a
little longer.
On Madeira Drive we were graced by the lady Mayor of Brighton Cllr: Anne Meadows who
kindly presented the awards.
Pioneer Run Award Winners
Lt Col ‘Tiny’ Ayers Memorial Trophy - Greatest combined age of rider and machine.
Winner: 210 Dereck Light; 1913 Morgan. Combined age: 186 years
Runners-up: 209 Rex Light; 1914 Ixion. Combined age: 182 years
263 Peter Maddox; 1914 Scott. Combined age: 181 years
Laurie Fenton Memorial Trophy - Greatest Age difference between rider and machine.

Horsepower Trophy. But machine 20 is in class 1, machine 70 is in class 2 and 294 rode in
class 3 at his own request for a number higher than 290. Team Banstead won the award with
a total of 545 years.
This decision is final; any further complaints, to me written on the back of a £50 note (non
returnable) or speak to me, Ian McGill, the organiser, not our Chairman.
Pioneer Photos
Thanks to Keith Fryer of Phoenix Photo and Kevin Dean for some great pictures. Visit Keith's
website www.phoenixphoto.co.uk to enjoy some cracking photos and order prints.

JAKE ROBBINS GIRDER FORK AND FRAME REPAIRS
REPRODUCTION CASTLE FORKS AND SPARES
Girder forks repaired, retubed, respindled, rebushed and straightened
FRAME RETUBING, CAST LUG REPAIRS AND FRAME STRAIGHTENING
INSURANCE WORK AND ACCIDENT REPAIRS TO VINTAGE AND VETERAN
MOTORCYCLES
Telephone - 07986254144 Email - elkforks@aol.com

Winner: 8 Mat Roberts; 1898 Marot Gardon. Age difference: 91 years
Runners-up: 52 Peter Thurwachter; 1908 Moto-Reve. Age difference: 79 years
200 Luke Swift; 1912 A-C Sociable. Age difference: 78 years
Ladies Award. Winner: 37 Rosie Matchan; 1904 Phoenix.
Bob Currie Memorial Trophy - For the rider with the most meritorious performance.

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Winner: 12 Jonathan Bewley; 1899 Clement and trailer.
Classic Motor Cycle Trophy - Best Authentic and Un-restored Machine.
Winner: 44 Richard Jones; 1907 Rex.
Dutch Horsepower Trophy Team of three riders, one in each class, with the greatest
combined age of riders and machines. Winner: Team Banstead, combined age 545 years :-

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

20 David Dickerson; 1903 Phoenix., 70 Boris Faulconbridge; 1910 Triumph,
294 Jim Hammant; 1910 Triumph.

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

German VTV Trophy - For the Best Newcomer.
Winner: 250 Aled Wyn Rees; 1912 Triumph
Brian Verrall Memorial Trophy - Best Three Wheeler machine.
Winner: 133 Frank Mace; 1912 Clyno.
Ray Newton Memorial Trophy - Best ‘V’ twin machine.
Winner: 52 Peter Thurwachter; 1908 Moto-Reve
Total Riders Entered: 346

Started: 298

Non starters: 48

Did not finish: 30

Finished:268

BEFORE any more complaints arrive:I am well aware that there are two 1910 machines in Team Banstead, winners of the Dutch
24
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We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com
April - May 2012
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A Novice’s Experiences

of His First Veteran

Paul Gander

Mysterious levers...

(Or: A Veteran Virgin) : Part 2
Peter the previous owner very kindly delivered the Triumph to me and then took the time to
give me a few instructions on how to ride it and a few pointers on maintenance and generally
how not to kill yourself on it.
In its heyday it could lap the TT Mountain circuit at 50 mph on dirt roads and one holds the
last officially sanctioned ACU Land’s End to John O’Groats record, 29 hours to do around
890 miles over the dirt roads of the era. After this record when the UK speed limit was still
just 20mph and the Triumph averaged 30mph plus, no more record attempts were sanctioned
due to the “dangerous and extreme high speed”. So with all that said it should be capable of
getting me places.
My new steed arrived in a van and after
a cup of tea and a chat with the nice old
chap who owned it, we headed up to some
quiet roads for my ‘training’ session.

Arrival of the new steed!

It started immediately by pulling it up
onto its stand which lifts the rear wheel
clear of the ground and then pedalling it
to turn over the engine. It was then was
allowed to chuff away for a minute to
warm up and then with the multitude of
levers set for an ideal low tick over the
decompressor was pulled in and the motor
chuffed to a stop. Peter then showed me
how easily it started by pushing the pedal
down a half turn and it obligingly chuffed
into life on its stand.

type block) has a lovely smooth
action and you can sense it doing
something, but can’t really feel it
slowing the bike down. Most of
the time I did not bother with the
brakes and just balanced the speed
to the corners and hazards. With
the owner following he reported
that I was doing 45 at peak and
it seemed unstressed but a little
fluffy at times when I probably
had levers in the wrong place.
No doubt my completely amateur
approach to balancing all the levers
didn’t help matters and I am sure
further experience will make things
smoother.

I rode it for about 10 miles and enjoyed every minute. I probably spent too much time
tinkering with all the levers, but they seem to need constant attention on the undulating
roads I travelled over. Perhaps I am fiddling with them too much. It is much smoother than I
expected and the power is applied in an elastic kind of way through the belt drive soaking up
any shocks.
I now realise that it is going to take quite a few miles to get the hang of riding it, but riding it
is really lovely as it gently chuffs along. Even the levers have an appeal as you have to feed
it the perfect blend of air and petrol to get it to give you its best.
After the owner had departed I fired it up in the garden and let it run for a minute at a lovely
slow tick over and then stopped it and sat with a mug of tea and just admired it. No doubt my
grandfather did the same over 90 years ago when he took delivery of his Triumph.

It was then time for me to set off on my
maiden voyage and with some trepidation
I pushed it onto the road (gentle downhill wisely selected) and prepared for the unknown of
riding a near hundred year old bike! I decided to start it by pedalling it away rather than a run
and a jump as if it starts and you don’t mount it in time it will set off without you. Pedalling it
was decidedly odd as the pedals are not in the same position as you are familiar with on a
normal pedal bike. In addition the handlebar ends almost brush your knees and the whole
thing feels quite odd and unstable when pedalling. After a few very wobbly attempts and with
the aid of the steepening hill we reached starting speeds and I released the decompressor
to give the motor full compression and we immediately had powered motion and we chuffed
away with me adjusting a variety of levers to see what happens.

Paul’s 1914 4 HP Triumph

The two levers on the right handlebar are a little mysterious to me at the moment and you
cannot just move one to accelerate, but both need moving and adjusting backwards and
forwards to generate acceleration and keep the engine balanced as too much of one will
seem to choke it up. I can see that these little levers will take a little time to master and no
doubt the effect will vary by air temperature and certainly by incline. I also had a fiddle with
the adjustable ignition timing but as I was also juggling all of the other levers I am not sure I
could notice any effect so will need a lot more experimentation to master it.
The handling was far better than expected and perfectly pleasant at the moderate speeds I
was travelling at. The brakes are rather interesting to say the least. The front brake (a stirrup
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Sussex Motorcycles

Peter Donaldson

How many of you remember our Club Member Rocket Ron? Rocket Ron went also under the
name of Ron Shaw.
In March 1950 Ron bought an abandoned 1903 Rex Forecar that was lying in a garage at
Wormshill, near Sittingbourne in Kent. He paid the princely sum of £9 and 10 shillings for this
machine. By November of the same year he had it up and running and on 19th November he
made his first trip to Brighton
in the London to Brighton
Veteran Car Run. When he
had made 50 Veteran Car
Runs, all on the Rex bought
for less than a tenner, he
received an award from the
organisers. He did his first
Sunbeam Pioneer Run on
the Rex shortly after that first
car run. In 2005 at Brighton
the Sunbeam MCC awarded
Ron a Commemorative
Certificate for the splendid
achievement of making 50
runs successfully to Brighton
in our Pioneer Runs. His
machine was always turned
out magnificently. For quite a
few years in the Pioneer Run
he entered a team for the
1903 Rex Forecar in Crawley Museum
Dutch Horsepower Cup and
most years his team won. If it
hadn’t in a particular year that would be because one of the other members had broken down,
and had personally let Ron down, and did they know it! Ron’s last run in the Pioneer Run was
in 2007 when he was 89 years old and he sadly died in 2009. The Rex is now pensioned off
and languishes in the Crawley Museum. If I turn my head round and look at the Welsh Dresser
there stands one of my treasurers, a China Mug given to me by Ron, with a picture on it of
Ron on his Rex Forecar crossing Westminster Bridge with Big Ben in the background on one
of his Veteran Car Runs.

frame was a reinforced cycle frame. The model was known as a Shaw Gazelle. The Forecar
and Gazelle were produced side by side for several years and indications are that 200 to 300
Gazelles were made and were described by Eric W Walford in his book “Early Days of the
British Motorcycle Industry” as one of the more successful two-wheelers of the turn of the
Century. Manufacture stopped with a switch to car design and six cars had been built when
the First World War got in the way. After the War the company produced stationary engines of
3 hp and 6 hp, designed by Sidney and marketed as the Sussex Petrol Engine. The firm went
into liquidation in 1927.
Wrongly, in some historical writings it has been said that the Shaw motorcycles were
manufactured in Croydon, Surrey. The fact that they were made in Crawley I have had
from Rocket Ron’s own mouth and seeing Sidney was his Dad, he ought to know. Sadly no
samples of these two-wheeler or three-wheeler Shaws are known to remain; Ron looked for
one most of his adult life.

THE ROSE OF THE SHIRES RUN
SUNDAY 10TH JUNE AT STOKE BRUERNE; NORTHANTS.
A SUPER START TO THE RIDING SEASON!
Super route through Super countryside with Super machines. Super company,
Super lunch and Super weather (hopefully!)
Details from Ian Young, 40 Salter Street, Berkeley, Glos GL13 9DB
Tel: 01453 810929

So what has this all to do with Sussex Motorcycles you may ask. Well it is nothing to do with
the Rex, as Ron is the connection.
Ron’s grandfather had a business called Ambrose Shaw and Sons, cycle dealers and
repairers of Crawley, Sussex. One of the sons was Sidney Shaw who worked in the family
firm. I have seen an advert from 1897 showing that they were then repairers of motor vehicles
alongside bicycles and sewing machines. By 1899 Sidney, as part of the firm, was in the
process of designing a Shaw Forecar to be powered by a 1.75 hp De Dion type motor. By
1902 this was up and running with Shaw’s own design of engine coming into production. At
the same time a two-wheel machine was designed powered by a 250cc Shaw engine. The
castings for the engine were made by a firm in Lewes in Sussex with the name Shaw and
Sons cast into the right hand crankcase. The engine was fitted at the back wheel and the
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Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please note this does not included business advertising.
WANTED
Can anyone help with a pair of Rudge handlebars for 1912 Multi – need "sit up and beg"
style. I have a pair of drop bars for swap. Martin Staple 01255 831285 daytime.
Good carburettor to fit a 1914 Douglas 2¾ HP. Amac, B&B etc.
Ray Hudson 01934 844546. raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk
A bike to sort and ride, or a project, a Velocette KSS or MAC, a Norton, anything
considered. Also any engine to sort.
Mick Adams 07971 864979 or 01223 839966 (work) or 01892 527128 (weekends).
Carburettor wanted to purchase or loan for a very short period for my Villiers TT Super
Sport engine. Tony Churchill, 01903 203395.
1929 Matchless Model X engine, to complete my machine. Have later Model X engine to
swap. Julie Diplock, Kent. sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk or 01797 344277
Veteran or vintage lightweight machine urgently sought for club events.
Kenneth Keer 01732 458628 (Kent)
Triumph Veteran parts wanted, especially engine. Trying to repeat usage of 100 years ago
by riding my bike every week and need parts to keep going! For more details see www.
go-faster.com/1914Triumph.html Paul Gander 07776 140245 paulg@go-faster.com
A vintage sidecar 1920s period. Can collect, willing to pay a good price.
Barry Care 01604 646818 or email on barrycare024@btinternet.com
Rear stand for 1927 Velocette KSS, good or repairable. Tom Burtonshaw 020 8462 8214
A copy of ‘Across Europe with Satanella’ by Clare Sheridan. Roy Plummer 01424 772598.
Any motor cycle badges of any make or events please,
Sam Lee, The Old Stable, 4 Beenham Court, Headley HANTS RG19 8JX
FOR SALE
Period riding gear: Blue tweed jacket, small size and brown spats. All good condition, £25.
Tony Churchill, 01903 203395. W Sussex.
1925 Triumph 'P' combination. Excellent condition, good reliable machine with M.O.T.
Regular successful Conyboro runner. Incl: spare frame, engine, gearbox, clutch etc. £8,000
Tom Burtonshaw 020 8462 8214
2001 Montesa Cota 315 250cc trials bike. Two-stroke liquid-cooled HRC engine. Too hairy
for us! £825. Rick Bailey, Kent 01797 344277 or email for photos rjbailey43@hotmail.com

Off the Saddle

Peter Donaldson

With Christmas and the New Year Period over I came back to the riding scene for the January
Star Group Trial which was held Hungry Hill again. A good but pretty high mark loss event
considering the ground was overall fairly dry and it was a nice day. Ten years ago we would
have had double figure number of SMCC riders out in force, but this day there was just Gordon
Smith and myself. We were both in the Sportsman Class and Gordon had a reasonable ride
dropping 23 marks. I had a pretty bad ride on the Gas Gas with a front brake that didn’t come
off well and dragged plus the machine not pulling right. I did three of the four laps and after a
hairy downhill section when the front brake failed entirely, I pulled out. The brake got sorted
easily with a new rod to the hydraulic valve, but the pulling bit was down to the flywheel having
loosened off throwing out the sequence of the spark. Dick found that problem for me and said
that was a rare one; flywheels are usually on pretty well for good on any build or rebuild. So
with that all cleared up was ready for the Red Tape Trial first weekend in February.
Back to the Pete Simmonds Trial at Hungry Hill. As is becoming the norm these days, the
biggest Class has become the Sportsman, or as often called, the Gentlemen’s Class. There
were 11 classes in the Trial which is an attempt to get more bums on seats. Those 11 classes
are spread over four routes through sections of which the yellow route is the easiest, but often
not easy as such. We all used to ride just the one route with deviations for sidecars in my
earlier Trials days. But now the bikes have improved dramatically, along with the grip ability of
the tyres. Add to that the ability of riders pretty well across the board has kept pace with the
vast bike improvements to a point where if you get it wrong in a modern section brought up to
ability of machines then you can get hurt in a big way. No Trials rider is worried about coming
off as such but there is a difference between sliding off and coming a real purler. Hence riders
wishing to go to work the next day and being just a bit less able than the best of the Class
have dropped down a route, and hence a Class. But the yellow route is intended for the old
and decrepit, like me, or those starting into the Sport. Of the 11 Classes totalling 75 riders, no
other Class had double figures in it except the Sportsman Class with 18 entries. It was won
by a very good rider around my age on no marks lost and two others lost less than 10 marks.
But despite that the average loss was over 30 on the yellow route. Those three riders should
perhaps have been riding up a Class, but why if they are comfortable in that Class? Well only
because it has become the view that if someone is down on those marks we have made it
too easy and the next time it is made a more difficult ride. The same is true of other Classes.
But where do the ‘rabbits’ get an enjoyable ride or those coming into the Sport, well they don’t
and we lose people from the Sport.
The following week I was observing at the Sidcup 60 Trial at Canada Heights near Swanley.
This is known to be a difficult event and had a good entry. There were no riders there under
the Sunbeam banner though two of our Bexleyheath Associate riders were and one, Dick
Castleton, won the Non Expert Premier. Well done Dick.
A week later was the great International Talmag Trial for Pre 67 4-Stroke machines with a
positive bias towards the bigger engines. I haven’t these days got a machine for that event
but a number of Sunbeam riders were there and hopefully one will write something about this
very traditional trial.

A small quantity of Sunbeam model 90 crankcases in rough casting state that need
finishing, anyone interested Edy Schorno at edy.schorno@gmx.ch (photos available)

Next weekend was the CSMA Red Tape Trial and with bike loaded on trailer and car loaded
with riding kit etc. was looking forward, along with a number of other Sunbeam riders, to what
is rated as one of the best trials of the season with Club Member Chris Brown as Clerk of the
Course. Disaster struck, as between 7 and 7.15 that Sunday morning I had three phone calls
to say it was off due to heavy snow. They did a good job of warning people off and out
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Pair of exhaust pipes and silencers and a barrel from a racing Montesa 125cc of about 1958
Ian James 02476 315947.
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of something near 100 riders managed to stop all but two from a wasted journey (both those
had not put a telephone number on their entry form; there is a moral there). Worse news was
that the Club looked at alternative dates and have found none suitable, so we have lost that
event for this year.

Gordon Jackson Trial:

Bagshot Heath North 12th February 2012

A week on brought us to our event, the Gordon Jackson Trial, which is reported elsewhere.
Next report will have news of Mike Holloway and his start to the season in the Sammy Miller
Championship, plus more news on the activities of other of our riders.
Sadly Dave Blanchard has hung up his reporting pen for a period. Let’s hope that is a short
period.

Gordon Jackson Trial

Peter Donaldson

On Sunday 12th February, the Sunbeam Club ran the second round of the 2012 Star Group
Championship, the Gordon Jackson Trial, at Bagshot Heath North.
When the M3 was built it sliced right through the middle of the WD training ground known
as Bagshot Heath, dividing it between South and North.
The South is a brilliant piece of ground for Trials and is used by the Army to train in the art
of cross-country driving – lovely steep hills and loose surfaces.
The previous Sunday, 5th February, the Civil Service Motoring association had the Red
Tape Trial laid out on Bagshot Heath South, it snowed, it was cancelled and a number of our
Club members didn’t get a ride!
However, for our trial, thank goodness that Clerk of the Course, Paul Casling chose
Bagshot Heath North for our Trial and Landmarc agreed to its use. The great thing about
Bagshot North is good trials ground. The hills are less aggressive and it just does not matter
what the weather is like, one can ride on it. And what happened on Sunday 12th? There was
still snow there; there was ice everywhere and most of the day the temperature was below
freezing.
We had 56 entries plus on the day and as other Trials were cancelled; a further 16 came
along on spec so we were up to 72. Of the 72, only three didn’t turn up on the day, trials riders
are a hardy lot!
Paul had laid out 10 sections and each was ridden four times by each competitor. Twelve
failed to finish but the rest slid here, there and everywhere but finished. In fact when you look
at the scores lost, amazingly some didn’t slide very much at all!
Our Club member, Bernard Rodemark, forewent his ride to observe as we were three
officials down on the day.
The winner on the difficult route was Mark Budgen of the Horsham Club with 49 marks
lost. The Sidecar Class was very well supported with 11 modern sidecars and three pre-67s,
something of a record in numbers, one even came from Bristol to ride. The winner was Rupert
Kimber on just 8 marks lost and he won the Southern Experts that we ran last December in
Devon. In fact of the 11 modern bikes 7 were in that Southern Experts.
Voted by most of the riders, a brilliant day, we were very pleased with the way it went with
such inclement weather conditions and certainly take our hats off to every single one of the
officials that turned out to observe and help.
A very well done to our brilliant Clerk of the Course Paul Casling, and the club members
who helped on the day who were David Footman, Bernard Rodemark, David Hamilton-Smith,
Joan Westbrook, John Sapsard, Brian Humphries, our very sporting Vet and Vin man Tony
Lloyd and to Mike Holloway who seemed to be here there and everywhere as machine
inspector, starter and Club Steward!
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Thanks to Joan Westbrook for some photos of a crunchy and slippery day!

Membership Secretary Peter Donaldson Signing On

Club Members at The Talmag Trial
Chris Brown

Photos by John Buckingham

Joan Westbrook
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EVENTS CALENDAR 2012

Pioneer Presentations

22nd April

FBHVC Drive it Day

Northiam, East Sussex

Social Event

22nd April

Contact - Dave Masters (01424 211873)

FBHVC Drive it Day

Chiddingly to Northiam
East Sussex

Social Event

11th - 15th May

Warwickshire Weekend

Kings Coughton, Warks

Closed to
Club Pre 1940

20th May

Second Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill on Sea, East Sussex

Pre 1940

27th May

20th New Conyboro Run

Chiddingly, East Sussex

Pre 1940

10th June

18th Rose of the Shires Run Stoke Bruerne, Northants

17th June

Dick Little Trial

Bagshot South, Surrey

23rd - 30th June

29th Welsh Week

Aberystwyth

15th July

26th Garden of England Run Headcorn, Kent

22nd July

Contact - Neil Sinclair (neil.sinclair@cotswoldfield.co.uk)
(07885-660939)

2nd Bangers and Steam

Hamilton Arms,
Stedham, Nr Midhurst
West Sussex

29th July

Sunbeam Novice Trial

Billingshurst, West Sussex

12th August

50th Graham Walker Run

Beaulieu, Hampshire

1st September

Southern Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

2nd September

Greybeards

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

15th September

4th September Challenge

Pickering, Yorkshire

Pre 1931

16th September

5th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1931

2nd December

Southern Experts

Hook Woods, Surrey

National

Contact - Roy Plummer (royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk 01424 772598)

Contact - Jenny Staple (jennybaz.staple@gmail.com 01892 535671)

Contact - Dave Masters (davemastersis@hotmail.co.uk 01424 211873)
Contact - Steve Marks (steve@themagnetoguys.co.uk 01323 849199)
Contact - Ian Young (01453 810929)

Contact - Peter Donaldson (peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk 01322 332087)
Contact - Colin Bentham (01761-241516)

Contact - Ian McGill (acsociable1@sky.com 01293 771446)
Contact - Mike Holloway (01892-723564)
Contact - Mike Holloway (01892-723564)

Contact - Chris Mawer (christopher.mawer@tiscali.co.uk 07710 211913)

Pre 1931

Closed to
Club Pre 1940

Geoff Morris receives his certificate
for completing 40 Pioneer Runs.

Jonathan Bewley and grandson receiving
The Bob Currie Memorial Trophy.

Ian McGill, our trusty
secretary.

Pre 1940

Contact - Alec Thompson (alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk 01751 431478)
Contact - Ian Monk (01480-469612)

Photos by John Hodson

British Pre 1967
& Twinshock

Contact - Tony Lloyd (aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com 01737 555413)

Contact - Joan Westbrook (01424-882162)

by The Mayor of Brighton, Cllr. Anne Meadows

Social Event
One, two, three
or four wheels
All classes
monoshock
Pre 1940

Richard Jones Best Authentic
and Un-restored Machine

David Dickerson and Boris Faulconbridge
receiving the Dutch Horsepower Award.

Sunbeam MCC Regalia
A selection of Club Regalia is always available to purchase. For details contact
Peter Donaldson - address on inside front cover or see www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Tony Lloyd, sans DJ.

Richard and Angela Rumsey
receive The Presidents Cup.

Chairman Baz Staple
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Pioneer Run: Epsom Downs

Photographs© by Kevin Dean

A few final adjustments for
Dave Bikers 1914 Rudge Multi.
© Kevin Dean Photography

Bob Anderson’s 1913 FN. © Kevin Dean Photography
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